
Many museums charge for admissions while many of them are free. Yet, there remains some 
disagreements as to whether it is disadvantage or not for museums to charge for admission, in this 
paper I would argue that museums should not charge for admission and of course it should be free. My 
reasons are twofold. 

First of all, I believe it is vitally important that everyone can enter museums for free and enjoy the 
greatness and beauty of art and history. Visiting museums is not a onetime entertainment, after times of 
visiting the place one can understand the deepest concepts of art. Museums are quite valuable historical 
buildings with many executive objects in it which have salient effects on the culture of a nation. Thus 
everyone visiting museums can have such influences in their lives, for example if one cannot afford to 
take their children to artistic places like museums, children may not find their joy and excitement 
toward art and might want to become an artist. Many people think if museums are free there would not 
be enough budget to take a constant care of museums and to cover the maintenance expenditures, but I 
think museums should be funded by the government or charity for such expenses.

Secondly, I believe if museums are free, more tourists would be interested to visit and experience the 
history of the country, they later would talk about it on pages like Instagram and telegram so it will 
attract more tourists to the place. If the number of tourists increase in one country, more money would 
be injected into economy and they will also learn about the culture and history of the country.

By way of conclusion, I once again reaffirm my position that museums should be free of charge, it would 
eventually be superb for the country and its people in any way we think. The annual budget of museums 
to run and maintain it should be provided by the government.


